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“What if a demon crept after you into your loneliest loneliness some day or night, and 
said to you: 'This life, as you live it at present, and have lived it, you must live it once 
more, and also innumerable times; and there will be nothing new in it, but every pain 
and every joy and every thought and every sigh, and all the unspeakably small and great 
in thy life must come to you again, and all in the same series and sequence - and 
similarly this spider and this moonlight among the trees, and similarly this moment, and 
I myself. The eternal sand-glass of existence will ever be turned once more, and you 
with it, you speck of dust!' - Would you not throw yourself down and gnash your teeth, 
and curse the demon that so spoke? Or have you once experienced a tremendous 
moment in which you would answer him: 'You are a God, and never did I hear anything 
so divine!'" 
 
– Friedrich Nietzsche 
  











"Paradise was unendurable, otherwise the first man would have 
adapted to it, this world is no less so, since here we regret paradise 
or anticipate another one. What to do? where to go? Do nothing 
and go nowhere, easy enough." 
 
– Emil M. Cioran 
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TIME IS THE PRECIPICE OF A THING BECOMING ITSELF 
BENJAMIN J. PENWELL 
ABSTRACT 
 This is a piece for mixed chamber ensemble (flute doubling piccolo and alto flute, bass clarinet, 
piano, percussion [crotales and vibraphone] violins 1&2, viola, and cello). The total performance length of 
the piece is approximately fifteen minutes. The structure of the work is based on the exploration of 
formlessness as form, a piece of music where the drifting, seemingly aimless instrumental lines create a 
complex texture that becomes more than the sum of its parts. Instead of relying on a clearly delineated 
form based on goal-oriented structures, this work gradually transforms its elements without ever feeling 
the need to go anywhere other than where it already is. In this sense, the music is in a constant state of 
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composed at boston university for sound icon 
february 2018 
duration: approximately fifteen minutes 
 
  






air  full air sound (also notated with square noteheads) 
h.a.  half-air sound (also notated with a slash through the notehead) 
 
MULTIPHONICS 
Fingering diagrams are given for all multiphonics. The sounding pitches are notated on the staff. When the sounding pitches 
deviate noticeably from equal temperament, they are notated with accidentals that have up or down arrows to show the 
direction of the tuning deviation. These are not to be confused with eighth tone accidentals (see ACCIDENTALS under 
OTHER). 
 
FLUTE MULTIPHONIC FINGERING GUIDE: 
  open 
  closed 
  only the outer ring is closed while the small hole on the key stays open 










For the vibraphone, 4 extremely soft mallets and 2 well-rosined bows are needed. For the crotales, 2 extremely soft beaters 






The pedal should never be cleared/released for the entirety of the piece. 
 
FELT INSIDE THE PIANO 
For this effect, the player should place a strip of felt (other material, such as a wool scarf, may be used for the same effect) 
over the entire middle range of the piano (covering all of the affected notes). This will cause those notes to be dampened, but 
due to the pedal the resonance will still build up in the piano. 
 
BOWING 
There are 6 notes or sets of notes that require bowing. To bow the low C, non-adhesive plastic flagging tape should be coated 
with spray rosin. For the higher notes or sets of notes, well-rosined microfilament fishing line should be used. At the given 
dynamics, the treble notes will be quiet and scratchy and will not fully ring out. The bass note should be bowed just enough to 





pluck pluck the indicated string with fingertip (the pluck should be just loud enough to slightly come through 
the texture so that the decaying resonance is audible in the textue) 
finger tremolo  rapidly flutter your fingertips on the indicated string  
strum lightly drag fingertips across the strings in the indicated area (if noteheads are not used, the area to 
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PST   poco sul tasto 
ST   sul tasto 
MST   molto sul tasto 
PSP   poco sul ponticello 
SP   sul ponticello 
MSP   molto sul ponticello 
 
OTHER MARKINGS 
sbs slow bow speed – slow down the speed of the bow without reducing the bow pressure. The slower bow 
speed with regular pressure will lead the bow to intermittently catch on the string, introducing noise 
artifacts and destabilizing the sound, especially on harmonics. The bow speed is returned to normal with 
the marking norm.  






GENERAL TONE AND PRODUCTION 
Vocal sounds should always be produced as unpitched air sounds. This is especially important for sounds such as [ha] that 
have a risk of becoming pitched, fully voiced sounds. Sounds that aren’t written in italics are produced in the normal way they 
would be in the example words. Sounds that are written in italics require further explanation and require something other than 
typical speaking mouth placement. 
 
EXPLANATION/DESCRIPTION OF VOCAL SOUNDS 
[f] as in father 
[th] as in think 
[s] as in sand 
[sh] as in shock 
 
[a] (vocal fry) this sound is produced by pushing the [a] (as in father) sound down into your vocal fry register (it should feel 
like it’s coming out of your throat instead of out of your mouth). At the given dynamics it will be an unstable, gritty, airy 
sound. 
[ha] as in the initial production of the word hot, without ever moving to a fully voice (non-air) sound production 
[sh] (mouth in whistling position) this sound is produced by rounding and pursing the lips as though getting ready to whistle, 
but producing a [sh] sound instead (a true whistle requires a  [w] sound pushed through the lip position). By using the 
[sh] sound instead of the typical [w], the sound produced will be airy and will have some of the higher whistle sound (very 
quietly) intermittently without ever fully producing a whistle or breaking the quiet dynamic and airy tone. 
[uh] this sound is similar to the [a] (vocal fry) sound, as it should be pushed into the lower part of your register and kept as an 





Quarter tones use standard quarter tone accidental notation. 
Eighth tones use the following notation to show +/- 25 cents from the standard accidental tuning: 
 
These accidentals are also used to deviation from equal temperament in multiphonics. 
 
EXPONENTIAL CRESCENDO/DECRESCENDO 
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